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Leadership Transition Announcement:
Letters from Courtney Fink and Southern Exposure’s Board of Directors
July 14, 2015, San Francisco, CA: Southern Exposure announced today that Executive Director
Courtney Fink will step down from her role at the end of August 2015. Fink will join the Advisory Board
and will continue to serve as an advocate for artists and the organization locally and nationally. Fink
became the Executive Director of the organization 13 years ago and her dedication to nurturing and
advocating for artists has been catalytic for the growth of the Bay Area visual arts community. Letters
from Fink and the Board of Directors announce the news.
Dear artists, colleagues, supporters and friends,
Southern Exposure has always defied and surpassed expectation – even my own. Thirteen years ago, when I began
my tenure as Executive Director, I couldn’t have imagined the challenges and opportunities ahead, let alone the
remarkable transformative growth and change that has brought the organization an amazing long-term Mission
District home, financial stability, and energetic and experimental programming that champions artists and new
ideas. We’ve accomplished all this while staying fiercely dedicated to our artist-centered mission. Southern
Exposure remains a deeply creative, generous, scrappy and resourceful organization that dreams big.
With Southern Exposure strong and thriving, I am excited to turn to new challenges. After the end of August, I’ll be
stepping aside and the organization will begin a new chapter with new leadership. I have faith that our profoundly
committed staff and exceptionally dedicated board will continue to honor Southern Exposure’s legacy and create a
vision for the future that is for artists, by artists.
I’m so proud of my work establishing our Alternative Exposure Re-Granting Program and Off-Site Public Art
Program and for expanding SoEx into a platform for experimentation that offers resources to artists on many
levels. Leading SoEx during three nomadic years was also an amazing time, during which we radically reshaped our
programs and emerged as a re-energized organization with greatly increased capacity. Southern Exposure has
become an open-source model for arts organizations around the country.
I’ll continue to advocate tirelessly for the essential role of Southern Exposure and other artist-centered
organizations in my role as a co-founder of Common Field, a newly launched network of experimental, noncommercial, contemporary visual arts organizations and organizers, as a board member of The Andy Warhol
Foundation for the Visual Arts, and as a board member of the Seed Fund.
Southern Exposure has taught me more than I ever could have imagined and our incredible community has become
my extended family. I look forward to continuing our relationship as I begin new adventures.
In the meantime, please join in the incredible creative momentum at Southern Exposure. Thank you for believing
in us and ensuring we remain a strong presence at this time when support for artists and cultural spaces is more
important than ever. Your ongoing commitment will help ensure great things ahead. I’m here for the summer –
please stop by!
Love,
Courtney Fink
Executive Director
Southern Exposure
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Dear Southern Exposure Family,
It is with immense gratitude for Courtney Fink’s thirteen years of dedication to Southern Exposure that we see
her off as she begins her next adventure. As Executive Director, Courtney has been a visionary leader and a true
advocate for artists. We honor her commitment to letting artists’ ideas lead the way, her willingness to take risks,
and her absolute inventiveness. She will forever be a part of the Southern Exposure legacy and family.
During her tenure, Courtney has guided the organization through an extraordinary transformation. Under her
leadership, Southern Exposure has grown fourfold, developed our 20th Street home, built financial reserves, and
thrived amidst continuing changing times. The Alternative Exposure Grant Program and Off-Site Public Art Program,
both of which Courtney established, have helped to expand resources for local artists as they continue to lead us
into new territories and new ways of looking at the world.
Today, thanks to Courtney’s unwavering commitment, the ongoing involvement of generations of people and
the support of our exceptional community, Southern Exposure has never been stronger or better positioned
to make this evolution to new leadership. It has been an honor to work alongside Courtney over the course of
her remarkable tenure. As we move through this transition, we know that Southern Exposure will always have a
steadfast ally in Courtney with our shared deep commitment to the visual arts and artist-centered work. Building
upon these core values, our Search Committee in collaboration with our incredible staff will soon engage in a
process that will identify a new leader poised to take the organization forward.
On August 21, Southern Exposure will host a celebration for Courtney honoring her commitment to SoEx and the
Bay Area arts community. We look forward to seeing you that evening as we salute Courtney! Look for an invitation
soon.
Lastly, thank you, our ever-expanding family of artists and friends, for your continued dedication and support.
Sincerely,
The Southern Exposure Board of Directors
Kelsey Nicholson, President
Beth Gray, Treasurer
Rebecca Camacho
Caterina Fake
Marjory Graue
Zach Klein
Abner Nolan
Gay Outlaw
Jennifer Roy

____________________________

ABOUT SOUTHERN EXPOSURE
Southern Exposure (SoEx) is an artist-centered non-profit organization that is committed to supporting visual
artists. Through our extensive and innovative programming, SoEx strives to experiment, collaborate and further
educate while providing an extraordinary resource center and forum for Bay Area and national artists in our Mission
District space and off-site, in the public realm.
An active presence in the Bay Area since 1974, SoEx is continually evolving in response to the needs of artists and the
community while engaging the public in artists' work. Central to our mission is to remain the most accessible space
for visual artists to produce and present new work, learn, and connect. SoEx provides visual artists with the tools
and resources they need to experiment in an open and supportive environment. We also work to advocate to new,
diverse audiences and build an ever-growing community of enthusiasts and supporters of the visual arts.
For more information and images, contact Lisa Martin at (415) 863-2141 or communications@soex.org. Southern
Exposure is located at 3030 20th Street (at Alabama), San Francisco, CA 94110. Office hours are Monday through
Friday, 10 AM to 6 PM and gallery hours are Tuesday through Saturday, 12 to 6 PM. Admission is always FREE. Website: www.soex.org.
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